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after the trend of convolution reverbs rocketed, the small audio world quickly became aware of the
limitations associated with this technology: while very realistic, reverbs produced this way have a
very rigid side and, in the end, lack the musicality of good old algorithmic reverbs, which we can
hear on most legendary albums. in fact and without questioning convolution reverbs, which are

interesting for certain applications, many developers went back to creating algorithmic reverbs, to
the delight of our ears and our productions as well as our wallets, since the offer is huge and for all

budgets. as the roundness of its new age interface seem to imply, aether was not conceived to
emulate a past legend. the introduction of this plug-in in 2009was a real event, since it set a new

standard in the industry thanks to the beauty, musicality and quality of the reverbs it produced. its
interface might certainly be a bit complex and disconcerting for beginners, but luckily 2caudio also

offers breeze, a light version of the aether based on the same algorithms. both plug-ins include
plenty of presets. power. precision. versatility. aether is an award-winning, ultimate quality, self-

modulating algorithmic reverb. it is used daily in the worlds largest music, film, television, and game
productions and is heard daily by millions of listeners around the world. it remains one of the

industys undisputed champions of traditional reverb design. after the trend of convolution reverbs
rocketed, the small audio world quickly became aware of the limitations associated with this

technology: while very realistic, reverbs produced this way have a very rigid side and, in the end,
lack the musicality of good old algorithmic reverbs, which we can hear on most legendary albums. in

fact and without questioning convolution reverbs, which are interesting for certain applications,
many developers went back to creating algorithmic reverbs, to the delight of our ears and our

productions as well as our wallets, since the offer is huge and for all budgets..
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now, it is important to note that while aether is one of the most transparent algorithmic reverbs
ever, the one thing that it doesnt do is modulate. and that is precisely what makes it a truly self-
modulating reverb. you can use aether as an algorithmic reverb in many different ways. or, if you

want to add some modulation, you can use it in conjunction with any of the modulators in the
2caudio suite, such as the modulator from the aether designer or the other vsts in the suite. in the
box: aether, were doing the talking here! aether is one of 2caudio coolest plug-ins, with a dynamic,
'the-world-will-never-be-the-same' introduction at the beginning, which has a few high-end reverbs
and a great big, groovy, galactic reverb, and a very user-friendly interface. aether 1.6 is an upgrade
to version 1.5, with a new, more natural, more seamless interface, new presets (aeon, earth, ocean,
space, sky and many more), a multiband l/r configuration and new modulation options, as well as a

fix to a bug affecting the level of the reverb tail when using the modulators in cascade. 2caudio
aether is as powerful as the legend it is named after. aether has a unique, musical, organic feeling

with a lot of personality. it has a unique yet easy to use interface with a lot of controls. aether
provides everything needed to create all the desired effects and it does it in a way that is easy to

understand and easy to use. aether has a unique sound, and because of its rich controls it is capable
of producing and taking you on a journey in its sound. aether has a lot of presets and a unique, high

quality sound which is rich in character and authentic. aether has got a unique and very natural
sounding impulse response. aether has a very low amount of cpu consumption and can be run on
almost any system. aether has a unique sound and its ability to create the best possible reverb is

unmatched. aether has a unique and unique sound. aether has a unique sound and is as versatile as
it is easy to use. 5ec8ef588b
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